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SUMMARY

Niemann-Pick disease type C (NPC) is associated
with mutations in NPC1 and NPC2, whose gene
products are key players in the endosomal/lyso-
somal egress of low-density lipoprotein-derived
cholesterol. NPC1 is also the intracellular receptor
for Ebola virus (EBOV). Here, we present a 4.4 Å
structure of full-length human NPC1 and a low-reso-
lution reconstruction of NPC1 in complex with the
cleaved glycoprotein (GPcl) of EBOV, both deter-
mined by single-particle electron cryomicroscopy.
NPC1 contains 13 transmembrane segments (TMs)
and three distinct lumenal domains A (also desig-
nated NTD), C, and I. TMs 2–13 exhibit a typical resis-
tance-nodulation-cell division fold, among which
TMs 3–7 constitute the sterol-sensing domain
conserved in several proteins involved in choles-
terol metabolism and signaling. A trimeric EBOV-
GPcl binds to one NPC1 monomer through the
domain C. Our structural and biochemical character-
izations provide an important framework for mecha-
nistic understanding of NPC1-mediated intracellular
cholesterol trafficking and Ebola virus infection.

INTRODUCTION

The Niemann-Pick type C (NPC) lysosomal storage disease is

characterized by the accumulation of cholesterol, sphingomye-

lin, and other lipids in endosomes and lysosomes. NPC patients

may develop progressive neurodegeneration, hepatosplenome-

galy, and premature death (Vanier, 2010; Vanier and Millat,

2003). The disease is associated with NPC1 and NPC2 genes.

NPC1 encodes a polytopic membrane protein that is located in

the membranes of endosomes and lysosomes, and NPC2 is a
small soluble protein in the lumen of endosomes and lysosomes

or secreted from cell (Carstea et al., 1997; Loftus et al., 1997;

Naureckiene et al., 2000). Genetic and biochemical characteriza-

tions revealed that NPC1 and NPC2 cooperate to export low

density lipoprotein (LDL)-derived cholesterol from late endo-

somes and lysosomes to other cellular compartments (Infante

et al., 2008; Sleat et al., 2004; Vanier, 2015).

The human NPC1 (hNPC1) consists of 1,278 amino acids (aa)

and is comprised of 13 transmembrane helices (TM) and 3

distinct lumenal domains A, C, and I (Davies and Ioannou,

2000). The amino terminal (N) domain A is also designated

NPC1(NTD). The prevailing model suggests that cholesterol

derived from endocytosed LDL is extracted by NPC2, which

may be recruited to NPC1 by domain C and deliver the bound

cholesterol to NPC1(NTD) through a ‘‘hydrophobic handoff’’

mechanism (Deffieu and Pfeffer, 2011; Kwon et al., 2009;

Wang et al., 2010). The molecular basis for the ensuing intracel-

lular trafficking of cholesterol remains largely elusive.

Sequence analysis suggested that NPC1 belongs to the resis-

tance-nodulation-cell division (RND) superfamily (Davies et al.,

2000; Scott and Ioannou, 2004; Tseng et al., 1999), whosemem-

bers, exemplified by the bacterial multidrug resistance pump

AcrB and MexB, generally catalyze substrate export in change

of H+ influx (Delmar et al., 2014; Venter et al., 2015; Yamaguchi

et al., 2015). NPC1 was reported to be a lipid exporter (Davies

et al., 2000). TMs 3–7 of NPC1 were predicted to constitute the

sterol-sensing domain (SSD), which is also identified in several

other cholesterol metabolism or signaling-related membrane

proteins, including the SREBP cleavage activating protein

(SCAP) (Hua et al., 1996), the 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA

reductase (HMGCR) (Luskey and Stevens, 1985), NPC1-Like 1

protein (NPC1L1) (Altmann et al., 2004), and the Hedgehog

signaling pathway proteins Patched and Dispatched (Burke

et al., 1999; Hooper and Scott, 1989; Nakano et al., 1989). The

SSD acts as a regulatory domain in all these proteins (Doolman

et al., 2004; Kuwabara and Labouesse, 2002; Malathi et al.,

2004; Martı́n et al., 2001; Millard et al., 2005; Millat et al., 2001;
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Nohturfft et al., 1998; Strutt et al., 2001; Yabe et al., 2002). Mu-

tations in NPC1-SSD eliminated binding with a photoactivatable

cholesterol analog and failed to crosslink with a small compound

inhibitor for cholesterol egress (Lu et al., 2015; Ohgami et al.,

2004). The structure and functional mechanism of SSDs remain

unclear.

In addition to cholesterol egress, NPC1 also serves as a critical

component for cellular entry of Ebola virus (Carette et al., 2011;

Côté et al., 2011). The surface glycoprotein GP of the endocy-

totic viruses undergoes proteolytic cleavage by cathepsin

(Chandran et al., 2005; Schornberg et al., 2006). Binding of the

cleaved GP (GPcl) to NPC1 through domain C is required for

the subsequent release of the viral contents to the infected cells

(Miller et al., 2012).

The crystal structures of individual NTD, domain C, NTD

bound to sterols, and domain C in complex with GPcl of Ebola

(EBOV-GPcl) were determined (Kwon et al., 2009; Wang et al.,

2016; Zhao et al., 2016). However, the structure of the trans-

membrane domain and how the distinct domains are organized

remain to be elucidated. Here, we report the 4.4 Å structure of

full-length (FL) hNPC1 and a 6.6 Å reconstruction of hNPC1 in

complex with EBOV-GPcl, both determined using single particle

electron cryomicroscopy (cryo-EM).

RESULTS

Structural Determination of hNPC1
The details of recombinant expression, purification, and cryo-

EM image acquisition of hNPC1 can be found in the Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures. The mature hNPC1 contains

1,254 aa after removal of the signal peptide. The protein appears

to be a monomer when extracted and purified in the presence of

digitonin (Figure 1A). The small size of the protein represented a

major challenge for structural analysis using cryo-EM. We devel-

oped a ‘‘random-phase 3D classification’’ method, which effec-

tively eliminated ‘‘bad’’ particles (Table S1). Eventually, two

maps were obtained, one at 4.4 Å out of 102,731 selected parti-

cles and the other at 6.6 Å out of 93,620 particles according to

the gold-standard Fourier shell correlation (FSC) 0.143 criterion

(Figure S1 and Table S2).Wewill mainly focus on the 4.4 Å recon-

struction for structural analysis (Figure 1B).

The overall structure, which is �140 Å high, contains a bulky

lumenal region and a distinctive transmembrane domain (TMD)

(Figure 1B). The reported crystal structures of NTD (Kwon

et al., 2009), domain C (Wang et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2016)

and several bacterial RND members (Long et al., 2010; Mura-

kami et al., 2002; Pak et al., 2013; Sennhauser et al., 2009)

tremendously facilitated model building of hNPC1 at this modest

resolution (Figures 1C and S2). The RND fold was readily

discernible, leaving TM1 as a lone helix adjacent to TM8.

A poly-Ala model was generated for the TMD, which is �40 Å

high, 70 Å long, and 45 Å thick (Figures 1B and S3A).

The crystal structures of NTD and domain C (PDB: 3GKJ and

PDB: 5HNS, respectively) were docked to the corresponding

map with manual adjustment. The map of domain I resembles

that of domain C, consistent with their 30% sequence similarity

(Figures S2A and S2B). A homologous model of domain I was

generated and docked into the map. 14 glycosylation sites
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were identified, 5 on NTD, 7 on domain C, and 2 on domain I.

These glycosylation sites in turn validated sequence assignment

(Figures 1C and S3B and Table S2).

The SSD-Containing TMD of hNPC1
TM2 and TM8 are each preceded by a long helix that attaches to

the cytoplasmic membrane surface (Figure 2A, left). The two

transverse helices, designated a1-2 and a7-8, are almost parallel

to each other and embrace TMs 2–13 on the cytoplasmic side

(Figure 2A, middle). As observed in all the RND members of

known structures (Long et al., 2010; Murakami et al., 2002; Pak

et al., 2013; Sennhauser et al., 2009), the first six TMs (TMs

2–7 in hNPC1) are related to the C-terminal six TMs by 180-

degree rotation around an axis that is perpendicular to the mem-

brane plane (Figure 2A, right).

The two repeats interact with each other through an extensive

interface involving TMs 3/5/6/7 in the first repeat and the corre-

sponding TMs 9/11/12/13 in the second one (Figure 2A).

Notably, TMs 3–7 constitute the SSD (Davies and Ioannou,

2000) (Figure 2B). The lack of side chains precludes analysis of

this regulatory domain in detail. Nevertheless, the structure

shows that all the five SSD-forming TMs are exposed to the lipid

bilayer to different extent, making SSD available for potential in-

teractions with membrane-embedded sterols or other integral

membrane proteins. The structural fold of SSD is likely preserved

in all the other SSD-containing proteins (Figure S3C).

TMs 3–7 share 15% sequence identity and 43% similarity with

TMs 9–13, suggesting that the latter is a SSD-like domain (Fig-

ures 2A and S3D). In essence, the interface between the two in-

ternal repeats is mediated through two SSDs (Figure 2A, middle).

Notably, Patched and Dispatched were both predicted to be

RND members comprising 12 TMs with internal 2-fold pseudo-

symmetry (Taipale et al., 2002; Tseng et al., 1999). These two

proteins likely have the same TMD organization as NPC1. On

the other hand, SCAP and HMGCR each contain 8 TMs,

excluding the possibility of a second SSD or SSD-like domain.

Nevertheless, the TMD of SCAP was shown to tetramerize (Rad-

hakrishnan et al., 2004), and the catalytic domain of HMGCRalso

exists as a tetramer (Istvan et al., 2000). It remains to be investi-

gated whether SSD in these two proteins are responsible for ho-

motypic interactions.

The TMDs of hNPC1 and AcrB can be well superimposed (Fig-

ure 2C, left). AcrB and other bacterial RND members of known

structures are all trimers, whereas hNPC1 is a monomer. When

the structural comparison is carried out in the context of the

trimer, none of the SSD-corresponding TMs in AcrB participate

in trimerization. As in the monomeric hNPC1, the SSD-corre-

sponding TMs in the trimeric AcrB are laterally exposed to the

lipid bilayer (Figure 2C, right).

Organization of the Lumenal Domains
The three lumenal domains, which are separated in the primary

sequence, interact with each other. The overall height of the

lumenal region is �100 Å, allowing the NTD to potentially pro-

trude above the glycocalyx (Neiss, 1984). As predicted, the

NTD is connected to the lone TM1 through an elongated Pro-

rich segment 249PKPQPPPPPAP259 (Figure 3A) (Kwon et al.,

2009). In the absence of NTD and TM1, the rest of the structure



Figure 1. Overall Architecture of the Human NPC1

(A) The last step purification of full-length hNPC1 through size exclusion chromatography. The indicated fractions were applied to SDS-PAGE and visualized by

Coomassie blue staining.

(B) The EM map of hNPC1 reconstructed at 4.4 Å resolution. The domain-colored maps were generated in Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004). Unless otherwise

indicated, the same domain color scheme is applied to all figures.

(C) The structural model of hNPC1. The structure on the left is rainbow colored with the amino and carboxyl termini colored blue and red, respectively. The

invisible cytoplasmic segments connecting TM1 and a1-2 and between TM7 and a7-8 are indicated by dotted lines. The structure on the right is domain colored.

The glycosyl groups are shown as black sticks. All structure figures were prepared with PyMol (DeLano, 2002).
appears to have a 2-fold pseudosymmetry, a feature reminiscent

of the bacterial RND proteins (Figure 3B, left). In fact, the core re-

gions of domains C and I, including the central b sheet and two

helices, are nearly identical to the periplasmic porter domains

of AcrB, reflecting evolutionary conservation (Figure S2C). How-

ever, close examination shows that the two repeats of TMD are

related to each other by 180� rotation, whereas the core regions

of domains C and I are related by �160� rotation (Figure 3B).

Domain C and domain I each connect to the first TM in the in-

ternal repeat (TM2 and TM8, respectively) through an extended

linker and end with a helix whose extension forms the second
TM in the respective repeat (TM3 and TM9, respectively). For

simplicity, we designate the last helices in domains C and I the

‘‘neck helices’’ (Figure 3C). The neck helices may represent the

coupling elements between the respective lumenal domains

and TMD repeats in case of concerted conformational changes

(Eicher et al., 2014). The organization of domains C and I resem-

bles folded arms, whose reciprocal interactions involve the first

helix in one domain against the b sheet in the other, as well as

contacts between the distal loop regions (Figure 3C). Detailed

analysis of interactions involving domain I is precluded at this

resolution.
Cell 165, 1467–1478, June 2, 2016 1469



Figure 2. Structure of the Transmembrane Domain TMD of hNPC1

(A) TMs 2–13 of hNPC1 exhibit a characteristic resistance-nodulation-cell division superfamily fold. The two repeats in the RND fold are colored cyan and light

purple, respectively. The invisible cytoplasmic segments are shown as dotted lines. The arrows in the left panel indicate the N/C orientation of the corre-

sponding TMs. Right panel: TMs 2–7 are related to TMs 8–13 by a 180-degree rotation around an axis that is perpendicular to the membrane plane.

(B) The sterol sensing domain (SSD). TMs 3–7 of hNPC1 constitute the SSD that is also found in several proteins involved in sterol metabolism or signaling. Two

perpendicular side views are shown.

(C) Structural similarity between the TMDs of hNPC1 and the bacterial multidrug efflux transporter AcrB. Right panel: the SSD-corresponding TMs in AcrB are

exposed to the lipid bilayer in the context of trimer (PDB: 1IWG).
The NTD is like the ‘‘head’’ on top of the shoulder and arms

formed by domains C and I. A number of polar and charged res-

idues appear to constitute the interface between NTD and

domain C. In particular, helix a3 of NTD, which is enriched of po-

lar residues, including Gln88/Gln92/Arg96, represents a major

area contacting domain C. The sugar moieties attached to

Asn524 and Asn557 of domain C may form hydrogen bonds

with Gln88 and Asn169, respectively, in NTD (Figure 3D). It is

of particular note that Arg518 is engaged in binding to NTD (Fig-

ure 3D). The single point mutations R518Wor R518Q are disease

related and led to reduced interaction between isolated domain

C and NPC2 (Table S3) (Deffieu and Pfeffer, 2011).

Among the identified NPC disease-related mutations, 15 and

28 belong to NTD and domain C, respectively (Scott and Ioan-

nou, 2004). Structural mapping suggested that nine residues

are located at the interface between the lumenal domains

(Figure 3E and Table S3). Whether some mutations lead to mis-

folding of NPC1 in the ER as a result of disruption of domain in-

teractions, particularly between domains C and I, awaits further

investigation. Asn92 and Arg518 will be analyzed in the next

session.

Structure-Guided Analysis of Cholesterol Transfer from
hNPC2 to hNPC1
The structural elucidation of FL hNPC1 offers an opportunity to

investigate the mechanism of NPC1 and NPC2-mediated

cholesterol trafficking and to provide potential molecular inter-
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pretations for reported biochemical observations. To establish

the structure-function correlation, we employed two biochemical

approaches: examination of cholesterol transfer from purified

hNPC2 to hNPC1 variants in an in vitro assay system and mea-

surement of the binding affinity between NPC1 variants and

NPC2 using isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC).

In vitro cholesterol transfer assays were conducted with NPC2

and isolated NPC1(NTD) (Infante et al., 2008; Kwon et al., 2009;

Wang et al., 2010). Modifying the established protocol, we set up

an in vitro assay to examine cholesterol transfer from NPC2 to

NPC1 variants that were designed on the basis of structural

analysis (Figure 4A). Briefly, the FL NPC1 and NPC2 were

respectively fused with His10 and FLAG tags and purified to ho-

mogeneity. The [3H]cholesterol-loaded NPC2 was incubated

with NPC1 for cholesterol transfer to occur. The mixture was

then applied to nickel-NTA (Ni) resin to remove non-specific

binding, and the eluent was sent for scintillation counting, which

indicated the [3H]cholesterol retained by the tested NPC1 vari-

ants. The ratio between the readings of the quantified Ni eluent

and the input [3H]cholesterol-bound NPC2 was used to assess

the cholesterol transfer activity of the tested NPC1 variants.

As a proof of principle, we first examined several reported pa-

rameters and mutations. The binding between NPC2 and

domain C of NPC1 (NPC1-C) was shown to be pH dependent

(Deffieu and Pfeffer, 2011), and the cholesterol transfer activity

between NPC2 and NPC1(NTD) varied at different pH values

(Infante et al., 2008). Consistent with these observations, the



Figure 3. Organization of the Three Lumenal Domains of hNPC1

(A) The overall structure of the lumenal domains and their connections to TMD. The C-terminal helices in domains C and I whose extensions are TM3 and TM9,

respectively, are designated the ‘‘Neck helices.’’

(B) Structural similarity and difference between domains C and I. Left: in the absence of the NTD and TM1, the overall structure appears to have a 2-fold

pseudosymmetry. Middle: the two halves are superimposed relative to TMD. Whereas the internal repeats of the TMD are related by 180� rotation, domains C

and I are related by�160�. Right: when domains C and I are superimposed relative to the central b sheet, structural deviations occur to the peripheral helices. The

secondary elements in domains C and I are labeled with prefix ‘‘C’’ or ‘‘I,’’ respectively.

(C) Interactions between domains C and I. The extensive interface and the neck helices may confer structural stability to the two lumenal domains relative to their

respectively connected transmembrane repeats.

(D) Interactions between the NTD with domains C and I. Inset: potential hydrogen-bonds between residues in NTD and domain C. Note that the sugar moieties

attached to Asn524 and Asn557 may also participate in the inter-domain packing.

(E) Structural mapping of NPC disease-related mutations. The Ca atoms of disease-associated residues in NTD and domain C are shown as spheres. The

residues that may be involved in interactions between lumenal domains are labeled. Due to the lack of reliable structural model, the mutations in domain I are not

mapped.
activity of cholesterol transfer from NPC2 to FL NPC1 at pH 7.5

was only half of that at pH 5.5 in our assay system (Figure 4B).

Two well-characterized NTD mutants, P202A/F203A and

L175A/L176A, which are deficient in cholesterol binding and

transfer, respectively, were then examined (Kwon et al., 2009).

Both mutants showed pronounced reduction of cholesterol

transfer at pH 5.5 (Figure 4B).

The crystal structures of NPC1(NTD) bound to cholesterol

or 25-hydroxycholesterol (Kwon et al., 2009) allow reliable

modeling of a cholesterol molecule into the FL hNPC1, which

would support structure-guided mutagenesis for identification

of additional elements in cholesterol transfer (Figure 4C). The dis-

ease-related mutation R518W led to reduced binding between

NPC2 and NPC1-C (Deffieu and Pfeffer, 2011). In our transfer

assay, NPC1-R518W retained only half of the cholesterol trans-

fer activity compared to the wild-type (WT) NPC1 at pH 5.5

(Figure 4D).
Noting thatArg518 ismapped to the interfacebetween theNTD

and domain C, particularly in the vicinity of Leu175/Leu176 in

NTD, we then examined the adjacent interface residues (Figures

3D and 4C). Deletion of the NTD (residues 25-257) abolished

more than 90% of cholesterol transfer from NPC2 to NPC1-

DNTD. The variant containing three point mutations on NTD

(Q88A/Q92A/R96A) lost up to 40% of the transfer activity (Fig-

ure 4D). Interestingly, these three residues line up on helix a3 of

NTD, which guards one side of the entrance to the cholesterol

binding pocket, while the previously identified residues involved

in cholesterol transfer, exemplified by Leu175 and Leu176, are

mapped to the opposite side of the entrance.

Binding of NPC2 to NTD and Domain C Is Required for
Cholesterol Transfer
We next examined the binding affinities between NPC2 and

several NPC1 variants using ITC (Table 1, Figure S4). Consistent
Cell 165, 1467–1478, June 2, 2016 1471



Figure 4. Interface Residues between NTD and Domain C Are Involved in Cholesterol Transfer from NPC2 to NPC1

(A) The simplified protocol for an in vitro cholesterol transfer assay using purified full-length (FL) hNPC1 and hNPC2. Please refer to the Supplemental Experi-

mental Procedures for details.

(B) Validation of the assay system with reported conditions and mutations. Left: the purified hNPC2 and hNPC1 variants used in the assay. Right: Ala substitution

of the previously identified residues for sterol binding or transfer markedly reduced cholesterol transfer fromNPC2 to FLNPC1 in our assay (Kwon et al., 2009). For

each data point, the reading of the negative control, whereby NPC1 was omitted in the pull-down experiment, was subtracted from the output, and the resulted

reading was normalized against the input and presented in percentage. Each data point is the average of three independent experiments. Error bars represent SD.

(C) Structural mapping of the NTD residues that are important for cholesterol transfer between NPC2 and NPC1(NTD). A cholesterol molecule, shown as silver

spheres, was modeled based on the crystal structure of cholesterol-bound NTD (PDB: 3GKI). The Ca atoms of the previously characterized functional residues

(Wang et al., 2010) and the ones identified in this study are shown as yellow and cyan spheres, respectively. Note that these residues are in the vicinity of the

domain C residue Arg518, which is disease related and important for NPC2 recruitment (Deffieu and Pfeffer, 2011).

(D) The cholesterol transfer activities of NPC1 variants designed on the basis of the EM structure. Gln88/Gln92/Arg96 and Arg518 are on the interface between

NTD and domain C (please refer to the inset of Figure 3D).

(E) The structure and biochemical characterizations suggest that sterol transfer between NPC2 and NPC1 necessitates proper accommodation of NPC2 by

NPC1(NTD) and NPC1-C. Shown here are domain models, whose relative orientations and scales may be different from the real structure. Arrival of cholesterol-

bound NPC2 may dislodge NTD from its interactions with domains C and I. NPC2 may be oriented by both the NTD and NPC1-C for the hydrophobic handoff of

cholesterol to the NTD.
with the reported pH-dependent association between NPC1-C

and NPC2 (Deffieu and Pfeffer, 2011), the FL NPC1 binds

to NPC2 with a Kd of �16 mM at pH 6.0 but �217 mM at
1472 Cell 165, 1467–1478, June 2, 2016
pH 7.5. In addition, the single point mutation R518W reduced

the affinity to �177 mM at pH 6.0 (Figures S4A–S4C). The bind-

ing affinities between NPC1 variants and NPC2 appear to be



Table 1. Binding Affinity between NPC2 and the NPC1 Variants

Measured by ITC

NPC1 Variants Kd (mM) NPC1 Variants Kd (mM)

FL (pH 7.5) 216.9 ± 35.3 DNTD 209.6 ± 19.9

FL (pH 6.0) 15.8 ± 1.2 L175A/L176A 162.9 ± 13.8

R518W 177.3 ± 15.0 Dlinker 266.0 ± 25.5

NTD n/a Q88A/Q92A/R96A 275.5 ± 14.3

Except for the first measurement, all the others were performed at pH 6.0.

The indicated mutations were generated to full-length (FL) human NPC1.

NTD: residues 1–252; DNTD: internal deletion of residues 25–257;

DLinker: internal deletion of the Pro-rich segments 249PKPQPPPPP257.
correlated with their cholesterol transfer activities (Figures 4B

and 4D).

Despite that the NPC1(NTD) is the acceptor for cholesterol

handed over fromNPC2, interaction between NPC2 and isolated

NTD was not detected, suggesting that NTD alone may be insuf-

ficient for stable interaction with NPC2. Nevertheless, deletion of

NTDmarked reduced the binding betweenNPC1 andNPC2 (Fig-

ures S4D and S4E). Furthermore, consistent with the reduced

cholesterol transfer activities, the hNPC1 variants L175A/

L176A and Q88A/Q92A/R96A both showed decreased binding

with NPC2 at pH 6.0 (Figures S4F and S4G), supporting the

notion that NTD is required for the anchorage of NPC2 to NPC1.

The observation that the interface constituents between NTD

and domain C, exemplified by Gln88/Gln92/Arg96 and Arg518,

are important for both NPC2 binding and cholesterol transfer

suggests that the structure presented here may represent an

inactive state. It is thereby reasonable to postulate that structural

rearrangements, presumably a displacement of the NTD, would

occur to expose these interface residues for interaction with

NPC2 (Figure 4E). Note that the NTD is invisible in the second

class of EM reconstruction of NPC1 (Figures S1D and S1F),

implying potential flexibility of this domain. On the other hand,

the proximity between Leu175/Leu176 and the interface resi-

dues implicates that NTD and domain C may together consti-

tute the docking site to orient NPC2 for cholesterol transfer

to NTD (Figure 4E). Indeed, deletion of the Pro-rich linker

(249PKPQPPPPP257), which would leave the NTD close to the

membrane surface and away from domain C, led to reduced af-

finity with NPC2 (Table 1 and Figure S4H) and similar loss of

cholesterol transfer activity as NPC1-DNTD (Figure 4D).

The structural analysis, cholesterol transfer assay, and ITC

measurement support a mechanism whereby the NTD and

domain C together constitute the scaffold to properly accommo-

date NPC2 for hydrophobic handoff of cholesterol to the pocket

of NTD (Figure 4E). However, the molecular basis for the pH-de-

pendent affinity between NPC1 and NPC2 or between domain C

and NPC2 remains to be elucidated. Moreover, the mechanism

of the subsequent cholesterol delivery from NTD to the mem-

brane region is even more intriguing (Figure S5).

Interaction between EBOV-GPcl and hNPC1
The structure of FL hNPC1 provides a template for examination

of the interaction with EBOV-GPcl. The purified recombinant

hNPC1 binds to GPcl, interestingly, also in a pH dependent
manner as measured using surface plasmon resonance (SPR).

At pH 7.5, the measured Kd value is�95 mM, whereas the affinity

increases to 2.4 mM at pH 6.0, almost 40-fold higher (Figure 5A).

When the crystal structure of the complex between NPC1-C

and EBOV-GPcl is docked to the EM reconstruction of hNPC1,

there is no clash between EBOV-GPcl and other domains. With

the tip of EBOV-GPcl anchoring to the two loops of NPC1-C

(Wang et al., 2016), EBOV-GPcl is far away from domain I (Fig-

ure 5B). Notably, a major rearrangement of helix a1 is observed

between the crystal structures of isolated domain C and the EM

architecture of the full-length protein. The helix, which connects

domain C to TM2, folds back toward the central b sheet in the

isolated domain (Figure 5B).

In the docking model, the side facet of GPcl appears to con-

tact hNPC1(NTD) (Figure 5C). However, the NTD-deleted

NPC1 binds to GPcl with a similar affinity as the FL protein (Fig-

ure 5D). In addition, the interaction between NTD and GPcl

cannot be reliably detected by SPR (Figure S6A), suggesting a

negligible role of NTD in recruiting GPcl.

Another interesting question is the stoichiometric ratio be-

tween NPC1 and GPcl. Despite that purified hNPC1 exists as a

monomer, the GPcl forms a trimer in isolation or in the complex

with domain C (Lee et al., 2008;Wang et al., 2016).We attempted

to dock three hNPC1 molecules to the trimeric complex of

EBOV-GPcl and NPC1-C (Figure S6B). The lumenal domains of

NPC1 are all compatible in the trimeric assembly without inter-

protomer contact. However, the symmetry axis of the TMD in

each protomer tilts away from the central axis of the trimer.

Consequently, the TMDs in the three protomers no longer stay

in the same membrane plane, and there is slight clash between

TM1 in one protomer and TM3 in the adjacent one (Figure S6B).

This structural model raised several possibilities. If multiple

NPC1 molecules bind to a trimeric EBOV-GPcl simultaneously,

the FL NPC1 would have to undergo conformational changes

to avoid clash at TMDs. Alternatively, binding of EBOV would

have to induce deformation of the membrane where NPC1 pro-

teins are embedded. A third possibility is that the GPcl trimer

may simply bind to one NPC1. Addressing these questions ne-

cessitates structural elucidation of the complex between the

EBOV-GPcl and FL NPC1 (hereafter referred to as the NPC1-

GPcl complex).

Cryo-EM Architecture of the NPC1-GPcl Complex
The hNPC1-GPcl complex was assembled at pH 5.5 and exam-

ined with cryo-EM (Figure S7). Three classes of reconstructions,

in which the GPcl was clearly discernible, were obtained (Fig-

ure 6A). At higher threshold, NTD becomes invisible in Class 2,

while neither NTD nor GPcl can be seen in Class 3. Nevertheless,

the presence of a GPcl trimer and a NPC1 monomer was unam-

biguous in all three classes with low-pass filter. Therefore, one

detergent micelle-surrounded NPC1 monomer binds to one

GPcl trimer (Figure 6A).

A 6.6 Å reconstruction of NPC1-GPcl complex was obtained

out of 50,223 particles (Class 1), into which the crystal structures

of GPcl and the 4.4 Å cryo-EM structure of NPC1 can be easily

docked (Figure 6B and Table S4). One protomer of GPcl binds

to Loop 1 and Loop 2 of NPC1-C (Figure 6C). Notably, there is

no direct contact between GPcl and NPC1(NTD) in the EM
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Figure 5. Examination of the Interaction between Cleaved Glycoprotein of Ebola Virus (EBOV-GPcl) and FL NPC1

(A) The interaction between EBOV-GPcl and NPC1 is pH dependent. The binding affinity is measured using SPR.

(B) Docking of the domain C-GPcl complex (PDB: 5F1B) to the EM structure of hNPC1. Right: conformational changes of domain C. Note the pronounced re-

arrangement of helix a1 of domain C between the crystal structure of isolated domain (silver) and the EM structure of FL protein (green).

(C) The docking model suggested a potential interface between NPC1(NTD) and EBOV-GPcl. The domain C-GPcl1 complex is shown as semi-transparent

surface electrostatic potential calculated in PyMol.

(D) The NTD-deleted hNPC1 binds to EBOV-GPcl with similar affinity as FL protein at pH 6.0.
map (Figure 6B). In fact, compared to the crystal structure of the

complex between GPcl and NPC1-C, there is a slight tilt of GPcl

that may be achieved throughminor shift of the loops of NPC1-C

(Figure 6D). Consequently, GPcl slightly moves away from NTD

in the EM structure, unable to form the predicted contact as

seen in the docking model (Figures 5C and 6D). Nevertheless,

the NTD has a glycosylation site facing GPcl (Figures 5C and

6D). It is possible that glycosyl moieties may fill up the void be-

tween NTD and GPcl.

The EM architecture of NPC1-GPcl appears to support the

biochemical characterizations (Figures 5DandS6A) andprevious

reports thatNTD isnot required forGPclbindingorEbola infection

(Miller et al., 2012). Nevertheless, GPcl binds to FLNPC1 and iso-

lated NPC1-C with Kd values of 2.38 mM and 27.6 mM, respec-

tively, at pH 6.0 (Figures 5A and S6A). The higher affinity with FL

NPC1 may be achieved through a scaffolding role conferred by

the other lumenal domains, which may orient NPC1-C to an

optimal position for binding to GPcl. Supporting this notion,

NPC1L1, which lacks filovirus receptor activity, became equally

efficient as NPC1 in mediating Ebola virus infection when the
1474 Cell 165, 1467–1478, June 2, 2016
NPC1L1-C was replaced by NPC1-C and more efficient than a

minimal NPC1-C based receptor (Krishnan et al., 2012).

Ebola virus is attracted to host cell surface by diverse

attachment factors such as T cell immunoglobulin and mucin

domain-containing family molecules (Wang et al., 2015). After

attachment, Ebola virus is internalized into endosome. NPC1

was suggested to serve as an essential high-affinity intracellular

receptor for EBOV-GPcl (Hofmann-Winkler et al., 2012; Hunt

et al., 2012; White and Schornberg, 2012). However, GPcl binds

to isolated NPC1-C with a Kd of �140 mM at pH 7.5 (Wang et al.,

2016), considerably lower than the nanomolar (nM) range of

other highly pathogenic viruses such as SARS-CoV and

MERS-CoV (Lu et al., 2013). The observation reported here

that the binding affinity between NPC1 and GPcl was enhanced

at lower pH may provide a plausible explanation to reconcile the

discrepancy considering the intracellular environment for the en-

docytosed virus. Nevertheless, the structural basis for the pH

dependence awaits future examination.

Despite the many remaining enigmas, the EM structures

of hNPC1 and the hNPC1-GPcl complex, as well as the



Figure 6. Cryo-EM Architecture of the Com-

plex between EBOV-GPcl and FL hNPC1

(A) Summary of the 3D classifications of the NPC1-

GPcl complex. Please refer to Figure S7 for cryo-

EM data processing.

(B) One EBOV-GPcl trimer binds to one NPC1

monomer. The 6.6 Å cryo-EM reconstruction of the

hNPC1-GPcl complex obtained from the two

classes indicated by the red box in (A).

(C) Structural model of the NPC1-GPcl complex.

The trimeric crystal structure of EBOV-GPcl (PDB:

5F1B) and the EM structure of NPC1 were fitted to

the cryo-EM map in Chimera.

(D) Deviation between the cryo-EM reconstruction

and the docking model of GPcl in the complex.

Despite the seeming contact between GPcl and

NTD in the docking model (colored silver), the

GPcl protomer (colored wheat) that contacts

domain C slightly moves away from NTD in the

cryo-EM reconstruction. Consequently, no direct

contact between GPcl and NTD was seen in the

EM map. It remains to be investigated whether

glycosyl moieties may fill up the void between NTD

and GPcl.
structure-guided biochemical characterizations reported here,

represent a major step toward mechanistic understanding of

NPC1-mediated intracellular cholesterol trafficking and Ebola

virus infection. It is noteworthy that the molecular weight of

hNPC1 protein is around 140 kDa. Structural resolution of the

relatively small proteins by cryo-EM offers unprecedented

opportunity for structural and mechanistic investigation of a

broad range of biologically significant molecules. Furthermore,

cryo-EM has the advantage of revealing structurally stable

glycosylation sites. Hence, cryo-EM may also illuminate the

avenue to the structural and functional characterizations con-

cerning glycosylation (Li et al., 2015).

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Cryo-EM Data Collection and Processing of hNPC1

The details of recombinant expression, purification, and biochemical charac-

terizations of hNPC1, hNPC2 and GPcl can be found in the Supplemental

Experimental Procedures.
The cryo sample was prepared with FEI Vitrobot

Mark IV. An aliquot of 4 ml purified hNPC1 at

concentration of �15 mg/ml was applied to glow-

discharged Quantifoil (1.2/1.3) 200 mesh Cu grid.

After being blotted with filter paper for 3.0 s, the

grid was plunged into liquid ethane cooled with

liquid nitrogen. A total of 4,026 micrograph stacks

were semi-automatically collected with UCSF

Image4 on Titan Krios at 300 kV equipped with

Gatan K2 Summit at a nominal magnification of

22,5003 with a defocus range of 1.5–3.0 mm.

Each stack was exposed for 8 s with an exposing

time of 250 ms per frame, resulting in 32 frames

per stack. The total dose rate was about 50 e�/Å2

for each stack. The drift of the stacks was cor-

rected with dosef_driftcorr (Li et al., 2013). After

motion correction, each frame in the stacks was

filtered according to its exposing dose and added
together with SumMovie (Grant and Grigorieff, 2015). The defocus was esti-

mated with Gctf (Zhang, 2016).

A total of 1,825,157 particles were autopicked with RELION 1.4 (Scheres,

2012a, b, 2015). After several rounds of 2D classification using RELION 1.4,

a total of 506,234 particles were selected and subjected to 3D classifications.

The 3D initial model was built from typical 2D class averages with SIMPLE

(Elmlund and Elmlund, 2012). We attempted to 3D classify these particles

with different number of groups, such as 4, 6, or 8 classes. The particles always

fell into two major subsets, one with an additional lumenal domain (the NTD)

and the other with a seemingly 2-fold pseudosymmetry without the protruding

domain. We therefore classified the particles into two classes according to the

visibility of this additional lumenal domain with global angular searching in

RELION 1.4. Then each class was further 3D classified with local angular

searching in RELION 1.4. During the local angular searching, a ‘‘random-phase

3D classification’’ method, which is described below, was applied to eliminate

bad particles with home-modified RELION 1.4. The remaining particles of each

class were subjected to 3D auto-refinement with RELION 1.4 separately. After

3D auto-refinement, the Class 1 particles of NPC1 were further polished with

RELION 1.4 and then subjected to 3D auto-refinement. The final resolution

was estimated with the gold-standard Fourier shell correlation criterion

(Scheres and Chen, 2012) with high-resolution noise substitution method
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(Chen et al., 2013). Local resolutions were estimated with ResMap (Kucukelbir

et al., 2014). Themethod of model building and refinement, as well as the cryo-

EM analysis of NPC1-GPcl, can be found in the Supplemental Experimental

Procedures.

Random-Phase 3D Classification

The source code and the testing details of the ‘‘random-phase 3D classifica-

tion’’ method will be provided upon e-mail request addressed to Q. Z. Briefly,

in each cycle of 3D classification, the particles were classified into two groups

with sufficient number of iterations. In each iteration of the 3D classification,

the second reference was the same as the first reference but phase-random-

ized above a specified resolution. After each cycle of 3D classification, the

particles prone to be classified into the phase-randomized class were

removed from the next cycle of 3D classification. The resolution above which

the second reference was phase-randomized was gradually increased (Table

S1). The remaining particles were then subjected to 3D auto-refinement using

RELION 1.4.

ACCESSION NUMBERS

The atomic coordinates of NPC1 and NPC1-GPcl complex have been depos-

ited in the Protein Data Bank with the accession code PDB: 3JD8 and PDB:

5JNX, respectively. The 4.4 Å and 6.7 Å EM maps of NPC1 and the 6.6 Å

EM map of NPC1-GPcl have been deposited in EMDB with accession codes

EMD-6640, EMD-6641, and EMD-8169, respectively.
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